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Saab 35 Draken 5.0

Introduction

INTRODUCTION

Thank you for purchasing our simulation of Saab 35 Draken, the legendary Swedish jet
fighter/interceptor that served in four national air forces during five decades.
This document explains how to install and use Draken version 5.0 for Lockheed Martin
Prepar3D ®. The Microsoft Flight Simulator versions are not covered in this manual, they
have their own documentation.

PLEASE READ THE FINE MANUAL
This is a complex simulation of an old non-NATO military jet. Most of the instruments
and switches in the cockpit are labeled in Swedish, and they are sometimes not intuitive
regarding their function. You are therefore strongly recommended to read through this Flight
Manual before your first flight.
The Flight Manual describes all the simulated systems, gauges and controls in the aircraft
and how to use them. At the end of the document is an appendix with technical data,
radio frequency tables, procedure check lists and a short glossary translating the Swedish
instrument panel labels into English.
All the simulated components of the current version are described in the Flight Manual.
Some systems and functions that are not simulated are described anyway because they
are visible in the cockpit or referenced in some way.
Please bear in mind that this is in no way intended to be a full or accurate description of
the real aircraft.
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DOCUMENT CONVENTIONS
Special font styles and colors are used in this documentation to indicate special content
and admonitions such as warnings and notes:
Ctrl-D Right-click

Key sequence or mouse action

Toggle Gear

Prepar3D command

TILL

Label in the cockpit

ELFEL

Warning light or indicator on the instrument panel

Installation

Cross-reference link to another section of this manual

Bookmark Simulations

Link to a website or other external resource

Note!
This is additional non-critical information that may enhance your experience of Draken.
CAUTION!
This indicates important information. Ignoring it may result in degraded
performance, system malfunctions or losing control of the aircraft.
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CREDITS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Design Team
Lead designer: Thomas Nilsson, Bookmark Simulations
Credits are due to all who have contributed to this project over the years, but especially to:
•

The many former Draken pilots and mechanics who generously supplied
obscure details about Draken, and who provided invaluable help with testing
and fine-tuning this simulation.

•

The dedicated people at F10 Kamratförening and the Air Museum in
Ängelholm for help and encouragement, and for providing virtually unlimited
access to the real aircraft and to original flight manuals and technical
documentation.

•

Our faithful customers and other friends in the flightsimming community for
technical and moral support, testing, and general know-how.

•

Family members, significant others and assorted pets. You know who you are.

Trademarks and copyright
SAAB is a registered trademark of Saab AB.
Rolls-Royce is a trademark of Rolls-Royce plc.
Prepar3D ® is a trademark of Lockheed Martin Corporation.
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Adobe ® and Photoshop ® are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated.
Gmax TM is a trademark and 3ds Max ® a registered trademark of Autodesk, Inc.
Bookmark Simulations and Bookmark Flightsim Software are trademarks of Bookmark AB.
Any other trademarks or product names that may be referred to in this document are the
property of their respective owners.
Aircraft model, textures, sounds, effects and all other content is copyright © 2001–2020
Bookmark AB where nothing else is stated.
Please read the End User License Agreement (EULA) for additional information about
ownership and licensing.
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END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (EULA)
This End User License Agreement, “EULA”, is a legal agreement between you (either an
individual or a single entity) and the author Bookmark AB, “BOOKMARK”, regarding this
computer software, “DRAKEN”, and any media included in the installation.
By purchasing and/or installing DRAKEN, you agree to be bound by the terms of the EULA.
If you do not agree to the terms in the EULA you must uninstall DRAKEN from any computer
where it is installed. Disagreeing with the terms in the EULA after purchasing DRAKEN will
not make you eligible to a refund.
BOOKMARK reserves the right to change the terms of the EULA at any time. Changes
to the EULA will be announced on the Bookmark Simulations web site. Failure to receive
notification of a change does not make those changes invalid. The current version of the
EULA is available on the Bookmark Simulations web site.
DRAKEN is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as any
other intellectual property laws and treaties that may apply.
BOOKMARK retains ownership of all intellectual property rights in and to DRAKEN,
including copies, improvements, enhancements, derivative works and modifications
thereof. Your rights to use DRAKEN are limited to those expressly granted by the EULA. No
other rights with respect to DRAKEN or any related intellectual property rights are granted
or implied.

RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS
•

You may install your own licensed copy of DRAKEN on any number of
computers for your own personal use.

•

You may not distribute DRAKEN or make it available for download without the
written permission of BOOKMARK.

•

You may not include DRAKEN, or any individual files taken from it, in another
archive or compilation without the written permission of BOOKMARK, with
the following exception: When creating and distributing additional textures
(“repaints”) you may include parts of the original textures from DRAKEN,
provided that the creator of the original work, BOOKMARK, is credited.

•

You may not use DRAKEN or any part of it to create derivative works or
products that could be used for the same purpose as DRAKEN.

•

You may not use DRAKEN for commercial purposes, including but not limited
to charging a fee for its use, without the written permission of BOOKMARK.

DISCLAIMER
BOOKMARK expressly disclaims any warranty for DRAKEN. DRAKEN is provided “as is”
without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, without limitation, the
implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement.
The entire risk arising out of use of DRAKEN remains with you.
In no event shall BOOKMARK be liable for any damages whatsoever (including, without
limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business
information, or any other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use DRAKEN,
even if BOOKMARK has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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ABOUT SAAB 35 DRAKEN
HISTORY
The first Saab 35 prototype flew in October 1955 and entered service in the Swedish Air
Force (Flygvapnet) in March 1960, with the designation J 35A. This was followed by a
succession of indigenous and export versions ending with the final Flygvapnet version J
35J which was retired in 1998. The last Draken version to be in operational service was the
J-35OE MkII of the Austrian Air Force, which retired its Drakens in November 2005.
Draken was in constant development, and the final versions were very different from the
original 35A. But already from the outset Draken was a capable supersonic interceptor with
impressive performance, and eventually a reliable platform for delivering radar and infra-red
homing missiles. The later versions featured what was at the time state-of-the-art avionics,
and were in many ways superiour to most of the competition.
Most people associate the nickname “Draken” with the mythical fire-spitting reptile, but it
is actually a play on words: in Swedish the word means “kite” as well as “dragon” and the
silhouette of the aircraft strongly resembles a paper kite (especially the prototype versions
without afterburner).
This aircraft was in many ways decades ahead of its time, but what was cutting-edge back
then might not exactly be impressive today. Even the final versions of Draken feel basic
and low-tech, with parts dating back to the post-war years. The upside is that Draken is
extremely rugged and can take a lot of punishment. Draken is very much a hands-on aircraft,
one of the last of its kind.
A few Drakens are still flying, but only one 35J: the F10–56, which is maintained by the
Swedish Air Force Historic Flight society. In 2014, an SK 35C trainer was also restored to
flying condition, and they are both now featuring in air shows all over Europe.
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PERFORMANCE
Draken was a child of the cold war era, originally intended as a high-altitude supersonic
interceptor to counter the MiGs and Sukhois of the day. Swedish, Finnish and Austrian
Drakens were ultimately used as multi-role fighter/interceptors, while the Danish F-35 was
converted to a strike platform.
The tailplane-less double-delta design by Saab was revolutionary at the time. It combines
an 80° angled inner wing for good high speed performance with a thin 60° angle outer wing
for additional lift at low speeds. The inner wing houses the main landing gear, fuel tanks,
guns and avionics equipment.
Propulsion in all versions is provided by the Volvo Flygmotor RM6 engine, an upgraded
license-built Rolls-Royce Avon 300 turbojet with a Swedish single-stage afterburner
capable of pushing some versions to over Mach 2. Although this simulation will not reach
that speed, acceleration with afterburner is fierce at subsonic speed and you can easily
overspeed at low altitude. It has been said that Draken actually has no top speed as it
continues to accelerate until the fuel is depleted. Suffice it to say that this claim has never
been verified...
The initial prototypes proved to be extremely susceptible to PIO (pilot induced oscillations),
so a pitch damping system was added. The somewhat brutal stalling behaviour and steep
angle-of-attack on approach and landing were other characteristics adhering to the unique
design, but apart from these “quirks” Draken turned out to be relatively easy and straightforward to fly.
All in all, Draken has lots of personality and is easy to fly but a challenge to master. Though
outgunned by modern fighter aircraft, it will overtake and outturn many of them. Draken is
a very rewarding plane to fly if you follow procedures and use common sense, but it needs
constant input and a firm but delicate hand. If you lose control of this beast you are definitely
up the proverbial creek without a paddle.
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ABOUT THIS SIMULATION
FLIGHT DYNAMICS
The simulated flight characteristics, or flight dynamics engine (FDE), of this add-on is the
result of many years of development by Bookmark in close collaboration with a number of
former Draken pilots.
The FDE has been tested on everything from laptops to full-scale cockpit simulators, but
since there are endless possible combinations of hardware and program settings out there
it will always be a compromise. You may therefore need to customize the FDE by editing
the aircraft.cfg file to suit your own particular hardware setup.
At the moment there are a handful of cockpit builders in Sweden that are using real Draken
hardware in their simulators. The FDE:s for these are slightly different from the publically
released version, and they are usually modified further by the cockpit builders. If you are
planning a cockpit project (non-profit or commercial), please contact Bookmark for further
information about customization, licensing, and technical support.
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LIMITS AND RESTRICTIONS
Draken is an excellent aerobatics performer provided that you understand its limits. The
double delta wing has good characteristics throughout the speed range but it creates an
exceptional amount of drag at high angles of attack. At AOA >15° the aircraft will not
accelerate even on afterburner!
CAUTION!
Do not attempt split-S maneuvers above M 0.9 or 700 kmh, as you may not be
able to achieve enough angle of attack to recover from the dive.

Transsonic
In the transsonic speed range (~0.95–1.05M) control response will be sluggish because
of the high dynamic pressure on the large elevons, and you may be unable to pull more
than 3G at low altitude.
CAUTION!
Do not manoeuver close to the ground at transsonic speed.

Inverted flight
Flying inverted or with negative G is restricted to max 15 seconds to prevent fuel flow
problems. The buffer fuel tanks will aid in keeping the fuel flow uninterrupted, but after
prolonged inverted flight you may experience flameout.
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Superstall
Draken can go from stationary to supersonic in less than a minute. On the downside, speed
bleeds off just as fast with rising angle of attack. Always keep an eye on the AOA gauge:
when approaching 15° you will lose speed and gain alpha at an alarming rate and may
eventually end up in superstall.
Superstall or “deep stall” basically means an unrecoverable condition where all lifting
surfaces on the aircraft have stalled (lost lift). It is most common on, but not restricted to,
delta winged aircraft.
A delta wing does not stall gradually like a straight wing; at a certain angle of attack the
whole wing area will lose lift without much warning. Hence the Stall warning system , which
starts to rattle the stick before the critical AOA. When the stall warning alerts you, pitch
down immediately to reduce AOA and prevent superstall.

Superstall could not be realistically simulated here due to limitations of the Prepar3D flight
model, it is more a sort of tumbling spin. But close enough.
Superstall recovery
To recover from superstall, try this procedure:
1 Extend gear.
2 Counter the spin component by adding left yaw and right roll if you are spinning to
the left, and vice versa.
3 When reasonably stable, point the nose down to increase airspeed and reduce
angle of attack.
4 Retract gear.
5 Raise the nose smoothly. Do not exceed AOA = 15°.
CAUTION!
Do not attempt recovery from superstall below 5000 m (15000 ft) altitude.
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INSTALLATION
This is a complete package with model, textures, flight dynamics, sounds and effects. No
other files are required except Lockheed Martin Prepar3D ® version 4.5 or later.
Before you begin
1 Read the End User License Agreement (EULA) that is presented to you during
the installation process. By downloading and installing Draken you have also
agreed to the terms in the EULA.
2 Make sure that you are installing the right version of Draken. The Microsoft Flight
Simulator versions will not work in Prepar3D, and vice versa.
Installing
1 Unzip the downloaded archive to a location on your computer.
2 Double-click the installer executable and follow the on-screen instructions.
The installer will try to locate the path to the Prepar3D v4 Add-ons folder in your
user directory. If you made a custom install of Prepar3D you may have to enter the
path manually.
3 Click Next to accept the installation path, and Start in the following dialog box. The
installer will now install all files in their correct locations.
4 When you start Prepar3D after installing Draken, confirm that you wish to enable
the Bookmark Simulations add-on.

UNINSTALLING
To uninstall Draken, use the Programs and Features control panel in Windows. You can also
simply delete the files in your Prepar3D v4 Add-ons folder. A configuration file for Draken
is created in your user directory on first use. This file is not removed by the uninstaller.
Remember to back up any modifications that you wish to keep, such as modifications to the
Aircraft.cfg file or textures that have been changed in the original folders. Files and folders
that you may have added after installation (such as additional textures, sounds, effects,
etc.) will not be affected by the uninstaller.
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FIRST STARTUP
The first time that you load Draken in Prepar3D, click on Shift-9 to bring up the options
dialog if it is not already open. This panel is where you enable extra features such as the
animated control stick and the engine and wing condensation fx.

If you load Draken after starting Prepar3D with the default scenario, the engine will be on
but most of the sytems will still be off. For maximum realism you should start with a "cold
and dark" aircraft. Close the fuel valve to shut down the engine, shut off the main electrical
bus, and wait for the engine to spool down, then follow the procedure check lists to start
up Draken.

TEXTURE RESOLUTION
The exterior texture sheets are in 2048 pixel resolution. You need to set texture resolution
in Prepar3D to High to enjoy the new textures.
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MODEL AND TEXTURES
DESCRIPTION
The 3D model for Draken was modeled in Autodesk Gmax based on original Saab drawings
and technical manuals, numerous photos, and many hours spent in Draken cockpits.

The textures were mostly hand-painted in Adobe Photoshop based on photos and
illustrations. Photos were not used directly for texturing, with the exception of some minor
parts of the panel backgrounds and some of the decals on the wings and tail fin. All photos
are either taken by Bookmark or in the public domain.
We have not knowingly put anything into Draken that we do not have the right to use
and distribute, but there is always the possibility that we overlooked something. If you find
anything in the installation package (or in this manual) that you belive is a copyright violation
on our part, please let us know.
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INTERIOR MODEL
The virtual cockpit is (in our eyes at least) a realistic rendering of what you would see in the
real 35J cockpit. Some compromises regarding the placement of items in the cockpit were
necessary to allow for better functionality, such as relocating some panels that otherwise
would have been obscured.

If you move your eyepoint around in the VC you can see some parts of the wings
and fuselage. People using headtracking applications such as TrackIR or Freetrack may
appreciate this.
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EXTERIOR MODEL
The exterior models and texture sets in this installation package include four distinguished
aircraft from the 10th Swedish Air Force wing (F10) in Ängelholm, Sweden:

F 10-30 (serial # 35630)

The last J 35J to be flown by the Swedish Air Force. It is now on display at Ängelholm Air
Museum in the original grey/green camo painting scheme.

F 10-43 (serial # 35541)

This aircraft was painted yellow with the black swordfish emblem of the 3rd Draken
squadron at F10, Johan Gul (yellow), for the stand-down ceremony in 1999. It is now on
display at the Estonian Aviation Museum in Tartu, Estonia.
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F 10-56 (serial # 35556)

F 10-56 (serial # 35556)

This was the last 35F2 to be converted to 35J in 1991. It has the matte grey paint used
during the final years at the F10 wing. This aircraft is still maintained in excellent condition
with registration SE-DXR and flown at air displays, making it the last flying J 35J.

F 10-62 (serial # 35586)

This aircraft did the final operational 35J sortie (together with F 10-43) in 1999. It was
scrapped a few years later along with most other remaining Drakens.
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REPAINT KIT
A repaint kit is available as a separate download. It consists of a number of multi-layered
PSD files and three custom fonts for lettering.

When creating textures with the repaint kit you may find that the texture mapping of the
model is not optimal. You are welcome to send us suggestions on how to improve this.
Restrictions regarding repaints
•

You may not create any kind of commercial product using the repaint kit.

•

You may create and share your own textures for Draken as long as they are
distributed as freeware.

•

Your distribution must include a document that credits Bookmark Simulations
as the the copyright owner of the original texture files.

•

You may include the textures from the original Draken installation with your
own textures, provided that you include proper credits as stated above.

•

You may not redistribute the repaint kit itself or any part of it without the
explicit consent of Bookmark.

•

You may not include the aircraft model, gauges, or any other part of the
original installation with your repaints except for the textures as stated above.

•

Read the End User License Agreement (EULA) before you share repaints. If
you still have doubts about what you can legally do, contact Bookmark.
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Custom fonts
The three included TrueType fonts can be used for creating lettering in your repaints.
Please note that the EULA also applies to the fonts. You are not allowed to distribute the
fonts or use them for commercial purposes without our consent.
FV F1281

Swedish Air Force standard lettering, ca. 1964 (mil standard
F1281). Used mainly for division numbers and lettering on the
fuselage.

FV Justusson

Modular numerals intended for the large vinyl-film identification
numbers on the wings. Named after Sverker Justusson who
invented this system in 1977.

AAFW

Based on numerals used by the Austrian Air Force for the last
two flying Draken divisions. You can use this font to create 35OE
repaints.
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FEATURES AND SPECIAL EFFECTS
OPTIONS PANEL

The first time you load the aircraft after installation, a panel is displayed where you can
enable/disable some optional features. Your choices will be saved between sessions.
The options panel can be accessed anytime from the Views menu.

SOUNDS
The exterior engine sounds (including the start-up and shut-down sequences) are based
on stereo recordings of a Volvo Flygmotor RM6B engine, a license-built Rolls-Royce Avon
200 series engine used in the 35A/B and in the A 32 Lansen. This engine is identical in
sound to the RM6C used in 35J.
The interior engine sounds are a mix of synthesized sounds and the exterior sounds.
Panel switch sounds and warning sounds are mostly synthesized but are similar to the real
sounds.
The sound clips used to create the sound effects are either recorded by Bookmark or in
the public domain.
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AFTERBURNER

The single-stage EBK-67 afterburner (afterburner) adds approximately 20 kN of thrust to
the 57 kN dry thrust of the RM6C (Rolls-Royce Avon 300 Mk. 60) engine.
In the real Draken the afterburner is activated by pushing the throttle past the normal
maximum (MIL) position to a spring-loaded stop. In this simulation it must be activated with
the Toggle Afterburner command - default key command: Shift-F4.
Please note that the afterburner will not be activated automatically at maximum throttle as
in most other add-on aircraft for Prepar3D and Flight Simulator.
The following conditions need to be fulfilled to be able to activate the afterburner:
•

Engine speed above 90 %

•

Afterburner fuel valve open

•

Remaining total fuel above 5 %

•

AC power available (alternator bus on)

When the afterburner is activated you will feel a significant thrust boost, and the EBK
warning light is lit for a few seconds while the exhaust nozzle “eyelids” open.
To cut off the afterburner, pull back momentarily on the throttle. The EBK warning light will
light up again briefly while the exhaust nozzle closes.

Note!
The EBK warning light is not an indicator for active afterburner. It only lights up when
the exhaust nozzle hydraulics are operated, and on afterburner malfunction.
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Canopy

CANOPY
The canopy is opened with the Select Exit key command (default: Shift-E ). When the
canopy is unlocked the canopy warning light HUVLÅS will be lit.

CAUTION!
If the canopy is opened during flight it will detach from the aircraft.
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DROP TANKS
The J 35J was standard-equipped with two 525-liter external tanks under the fuselage, but
could also be fitted with two additional tanks on the two “wet” outer wing pylons. Wing tanks
are not available in this version. See also Fuel system .
The external tanks can be jettisoned with the Drop Tanks 1 key command (you may have
to add this key command in Prepar3D). Two successive keystrokes are needed: The first
will arm (unlock) the mechanism, the second will release the tanks.
In the real Draken, a toggle switch on the left side of the canopy frame is used to arm either
belly or wing tanks for release, and a button (protected by a red plastic membrane) is then
pushed to jettison the tanks. The arming switch is not functional in this version, but the
button will trigger the Drop Tanks command.

CAUTION!
A similar button further back on your left is used to jettison the canopy. Take
care not to press that button by mistake (this happened at least once in real life).
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DRAG CHUTE

The drag chute lever and indicator are located on the throttle console. In the simulation the
chute is operated with the Increase Flaps Incrementally key command (default: F7 ).
The first click will deploy the chute, the second will drop it.

Note!
If you deploy the chute accidentally (easy enough as it uses the flaps command) you
can actually reset it in the simulation by clicking on the chute indicator.
The drag chute mechanism is completely mechanical and will work without hydraulic and
electrical power. The chute lever can only be operated if the throttle is below 90 %.
To prevent damage to the chute cords from the engine exhaust, the chute should be
released as soon as ground speed is low enough to use wheel brakes.

Chute stowed (ready for deployment)

Chute deployed

Chute released (dropped)
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CONTRAILS AND SMOKE
Engine starter smoke
When the engine is started, yellow smoke from the AVPIN (isopropyl nitrate) starter motor
will emanate from a valve underneath the left ram air intake.

Exhaust heat
A very subtle effect of heated air emanating from the engine exhaust. It will increase with
thrust and is only visible on the ground.
This effect can be enabled/disabled from the Options panel.
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Exhaust smoke
The RR Avon/RM 6 engines normally do not produce much smoke except on startup and
on full throttle. A big smoke trail indicates that fuel is not being completely burnt, usually
due to residue or wear in the injection system.
This effect can be enabled/disabled from the Options panel.

Condensation
Wingtip contrails and wing condensation may appear with high G load, depending on
temperature and relative humidity. A contrail will also appear at high altitude and/or air
temperatures below -30 °C.
The high-G vapor effect can be enabled/disabled from the Options panel.
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CHOCKS AND COVERS

When the aircraft is parked and the engine is completely shut down (turbine not spinning),
additional details such as the ladder, intake and exhaust covers, wheel chocks, etc. will
become visible. They will disappear when the engine is started.
This effect can be enabled/disabled from the Options panel.

PILOT ANIMATIONS
G force effects
The upper body of the pilot moves laterally and longitudinally as G force is applied. The
head of the pilot turns with rudder pedal input.

Helmet visor
The helmet visor will be raised when the oxygen valve is closed.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
COCKPIT OVERVIEW
The virtual cockpit includes all instruments and nearly all controls from the real 35J. Some
of them have a slightly different function than in the original due to limitations in Prepar3D.
The instruments in Draken use the metric system (altitude in meters, airspeed in km/h,
distance in kilometers). Most gauges have tooltips that present the reading in both metric
and Imperial units.

The following sections of the Flight Manual explain the various systems and instruments in
Draken. Reading through the systems descriptions before you start is highly recommended,
but you can also skip this part and go directly to the Normal operating procedures chapter.
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Warning and indicator lights

WARNING AND INDICATOR LIGHTS
Warning lights panel

Notes
•

The HYDR II warning will light up momentarily if you are at ground idle and
make large stick movements. This is normal and only indicates that hydraulic
pressure is insufficient to deflect the elevons fully. The EPU will also be
extended momentarily while the warning light is lit.

•

The TANKP warning light will be lit when AC power is off, unless fuel is
provided from the drop tanks (drop tanks fuelled and valves open). In that
case, fuel pressure will be sufficient even without the fuel pump.

•

The EBK warning light indicates that the exhaust nozzle “eyelids” are
changing position. It will also be lit on afterburner malfunction. It does not
indicate that the afterburner is active. See also Engine .

•

The STYRAUT warning light indicates autopilot failure, not that the autopilot is
active. It will also be lit if you switch off the autopilot main switch.
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Master Warning Light
The Master Warning Light (red) will blink if any of the other warning lights are lit, with
some exceptions:
•

The Engine Deice indicator light (MOTOR IS) will not trigger a Master
Warning.

•

The EBK warning light will only trigger a Master Warning if it is caused by an
afterburner malfunction.

•

When the emergency bus is switched on, the Electrical Failure (ELFEL)
warning will still be lit, but the Master Warning will disappear.

•

The Fuel System (TANK LUFT) warning sometimes lights up for a few
seconds when the system switches from external to main fuel tanks. This will
not cause a Master Warning.

Gear Warning Light
The Gear Warning Light (orange) blinks while the main gear is being extended or retracted.
It will also blink if throttle is reduced at low altitude with the gear not extended. See also
Landing gear .
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
The hydraulic system has three pumps feeding two circuits:
Circuit

Pump

Pressure

Consumers

I

1+2

210 kp/cm2 (20 MPa)

Gear, wheel brakes, nozzle,
speed brakes, autopilot, control
surface servos

II

3

210 kp/cm2 (20 MPa)

Nose gear steering, control
surface servos

Each hydraulic circuit has a corresponding low pressure warning light:

Hydraulic pressure in circuit I less than 5 MPa

Hydraulic pressure in circuit II less than 15 MPa

When the engine is not running and the aircraft is motionless there is no hydraulic pressure.
All control surfaces (including air brakes) are inoperable, and the elevons will be fully
deflected downwards. When the engine spools up, the elevons will slowly rise to neutral
position and all control surfaces become operable.
If the pressure in circuit II falls below 17.5 MPa, a backup hydraulic pump driven by a ram
air turbine, the Emergency Power Unit (EPU) , is automatically deployed. The backup
pump will supply enough hydraulic pressure for the control surface servos (provided that
the aircraft has enough airspeed). The EPU is automatically retracted when the pressure
in circuit II exceeds 18.1 MPa.

Note!
At ground idle, large stick movements may cause the pressure in circuit II to
momentarily fall below the threshold value, which will set off the HYDR II warning light
and extend the EPU. This is normal and not a hydraulic system fault.
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Wheel brakes
The wheel brakes are hydraulic self-adjusting anti-lock disk brakes. Normal brake pressure
is 210 kp/cm2 (20 MPa). At least 60 kp/cm2 (5.9 MPa) is needed for effective braking. Brake
pressure is provided by hydraulic pumps 1 and 2.
The hydraulic pressure in the brake circuit is shown by the brake pressure indicator on the
right knee panel. It should always indicate normal pressure (210), with a very slight dip
when brakes are applied. If the indicator shows zero pressure, the brake circuit is damaged.

CAUTION!
Extending gear at high airspeed may damage the wheel brake hydraulics. Do not
extend the gear if airspeed exceeds 500 kmh.

Note!
In Prepar3D the anti-skid brake function is disabled by default. In this simulation it is
always enabled.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Specifications
Electrical system specifications
Alternator

200 VAC/400 Hz/20 kVa

Emergency alternator

200 VAC/400 Hz/3.5 kVa

Power consumption (typical)

16 kVa

Battery

24 V/6.5 Ah

Bus name

Voltage

BATT

ALT

EPU

Hot Battery Bus

24 VDC

X

DC Main Bus

29 VDC

X

X

X

DC Normal Bus

29 VDC

X

AC Main Bus

3 x 200 VAC

X

AC Normal Bus

3 x 200 VAC

X

Instrument Bus

3 x 45 VAC

X

X

The alternator is connected directly to the engine turbine shaft and has a regulator which
keeps AC voltage and frequency constant regardless of engine speed.
Before the engine has been started, electrical power is normally supplied by an APU
(Auxiliary Power Unit). Starting can also be done using only the aircraft battery as power
source. In this version the APU is not implemented, and the battery is used for starting.
A backup alternator driven by a ram air turbine supplies power to the Main and Instrument
buses in case of engine failure. See Emergency Power Unit (EPU) .
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Electrical failures
DC bus failures are indicated by the ELFEL warning light on the warning lights panel. This
warning light will also be lit when the backup alternator is connected.

AC bus failures are indicated by a mechanical indicator on the Airspeed/Mach Indicator. If
the white field is visible it means that AC power is not available.
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Electrical panels

LANTERNOR

Navigation lights. Four-way switch, center position is OFF.
HEL = bright, HALV = dimmed, BLINK = blinking (seldom used).

IND LAMPOR

Dimmer for all warning and indicator lights.
HALVLJUS = dimmed, HELLJUS = normal.

IND LAMPOR PROV

Push to test all warning and indicator lights.

NÖDSTRÖM

Emergency electrical bus toggle.
See also Emergency Power Unit (EPU) .

AVISNING MOTOR

Engine de-ice. Use only before take-off.
MOTOR IS warning light is lit when activated.

AVISNING HUV

Canopy de-ice. Three-way switch, center position is OFF.

KABINLUFT

Cockpit climate control panel. Not functional in this version.
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Circuit breakers

All electrical circuit breakers should be ON (up) at startup, although only three of them
have any function in this version. The first four circuit breakers should be switched off at
shutdown, the other (covered) circuit breakers are normally always left on.

Interior lights

Instrument lighting and panel backlighting can be controlled individually with two dimmers
on the left side of the cockpit. A toggle switch on the same panel controls the interior lights
in the cockpit.
INNERLYSE

Interior lights

PANELLYSE

Panel backlighting

INSTRUMENTLYSE

Instrument lighting
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EMERGENCY POWER UNIT (EPU)

The Emergency Power Unit (EPU) is a ram-air turbine driving a backup alternator and a
hydraulic pump. The alternator supplies 3.5 kVA and is connected to the electrical system
bus when the EPU is deployed. The hydraulic pump has enough capacity to supply the
most crucial functions.
When the hydraulic pressure drops below the threshold value and/or the AC bus is
powerless, the EPU will be deployed and the electrical system will be connected to the
emergency bus.
The emergency bus can be connected manually by toggling the NÖDSTRÖM switch. When
this switch is on, the EPU will be deployed and the electrical system warning light ELFEL
will be lit. This switch should be off under normal flight conditions.

Note!
The EPU will only supply electrical and hydraulic power if airspeed is at least 100 kmh
(54 kts).
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FUEL SYSTEM
The fuel system consists of a low pressure system which includes the fuel tanks, fuel pumps
and distribution system, and two high pressure systems that include fuel injection pumps,
regulators and nozzles for the engine and afterburner.
The low pressure fuel system is controlled with valve switches on the engine control panel,
while the high pressure system is controlled by the throttle handle.
The purpose of the low pressure fuel pumps is to raise the fuel pressure to a suitable level
for the engine injection pump. The low pressure fuel pumps are powered from the AC bus
and will only work when this bus is powered by an APU or the EPU. A separate start pump
which is powered from the DC battery bus is used when starting the engine on battery.

Fuel tanks
J 35J has two internal tank groups with a total capacity of approximately 2700 litres. Each
tank group also has a small buffer tank to facilitate fuel flow in inverted flight. >Two external
tanks with 525 litres each can be fitted under the fuselage.
The 35J model could optionally be fitted with two additional drop tanks on the “wet” outer
wing pylons. These tanks were normally only used for ferrying missions. Wing tanks are
not implemented in Draken 5.0.
The external tanks are jettisoned with the Drop Tanks 1 command. See also Drop tanks .
In Prepar3D the main tank groups in Draken are represented by Center, the buffer tanks
by Left Aux, and the drop tanks by External 1.
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Fuel control
The Main Fuel Valve and Afterburner Fuel Valve switches on the Engine Panel control the
low pressure fuel valves for engine and afterburner. Both switches must be ON during flight.
The LT indicator light will be lit when either of these switches are OFF.

The Drop Tanks Indicator shows two white fields when the drop tank fuel valve switch is
ON and there is fuel in the external tanks.
The drop tank fuel valve switch (MÄTSYSTEM FTANK) controls the low pressure fuel
valves for the external tanks.
When the drop tank fuel valve switch is OFF, fuel will be supplied from the main tanks,
alternating between front and rear groups to maintain the center of gravity. The fuel gauge
needles for the forward (F) and rear (B) groups should not differ more than 5%.
When the drop tank fuel valve switch is ON, fuel will be supplied from the external tanks.
The fuel gauge indicates remaining fuel in the external tanks, with 40% as maximum (80%
with wing tanks). When the external tanks are empty or the drop tank fuel valve switch is
OFF, the drop tank fuel valves close and the main tank valves open. The fuel gauge will
automatically switch to measuring the main tanks, and the white fields on the Drop Tanks
Indicator will disappear.
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Engine

ENGINE
The engine in J 35J is a Volvo Flygmotor RM6C, which is an upgraded license-built RollsRoyce Avon 300 Mk. 60 turbojet with a Swedish single-stage EBK-67 afterburner.
The afterburner adds thrust to the engine by injecting additional fuel into the exhaust section.
The ignited fuel raises the exhaust gas temperature, which increases the exhaust gas
volume and speed. The exhaust nozzle area is widened when the afterburner is active to
prevent the exhaust gas speed from exceeding Mach 1.
The engine control panel is located beside your left knee in the cockpit, just in front of the
throttle lever. The panel is described in Before starting the engine and Starting the engine .
The alternator switch is spring-loaded. Push UP to switch the alternator ON. Push DOWN
to switch it OFF.

Note!
The AC bus relay will only be actuated when engine speed is above 30 %. If engine
speed falls below 27 %, the relay will drop and an AC bus error is indicated.

Engine control panel
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Exhaust temperature control

Exhaust gas temperature regulator (MAX TEMP/MTR)
The exhaust gas temperature regulator automatically reduces fuel flow to the engine if EGT
exceeds 750° C to protect the engine from damage by overheating.
The regulator should normally be enabled (TILL), but can be disabled (FRÅN) to prevent
loss of thrust during combat or under critical conditions.
The MTR system is not simulated in this version.
Exhaust nozzle regulator (RAT)
The exhaust nozzle regulator opens the exhaust nozzle eyelids fully to prevent overheating
when the aircraft is on the ground and the throttle is at ground idle. The EBK warning light
will be constantly lit in this mode. The nozzle will revert to the normal position once the
throttle is above ground idle.
The RAT function should normally be enabled (TILL). It is automatically disabled when the
aircraft is airborne.

Note!
The RAT function should not be confused with the ram air turbine, which is often
abbreviated RAT but is here referred to as the EPU (Emergency Power Unit).
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LANDING GEAR
The landing gear consists of a main gear, a nose gear, and a spurwheel. The spurwheel
protects the tail end as Draken has a very high attitude on landing. The landing gear
is normally extended and retracted using hydraulic pressure from hydraulic circuit I, see
Hydraulic system .
The main and nose gear are locked mechanically in both the extended and retracted
positions. The spurwheel is hydraulically locked in the extended position and held in place
by the spurwheel hatches when retracted.
A mechanical lock prevents the gear lever from being moved from the "gear extended"
position if the throttle is at less than 90%.
The lights on the Gear Indicator are lit when the respective gear mechanisms are locked
in the extended position.
The Gear Warning light (orange) blinks while the gear is being extended or retracted. It
will also blink if the gear is not extended when airspeed is less than 450 kmh at less than
1450 m altitude and throttle is less than 85–90%.

If hydraulic pressure in the gear circuit is lost, the gear can be extended using gravity and
then locked using compressed air from an accumulator. The pneumatic lock is activated
with a lever on the left side console. See also Hydraulic system failure .
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FLIGHT DATA SYSTEM
The final version of Draken was a combination of old-school aircraft engineering and hightech military avionics. The navigation, communication, flight control and weapons delivery
systems in J 35J were closely integrated, interacting with ground mission control (STRIL)
via data link.
The flight data system in J 35J consists of a data I/O unit, a Central Processing Unit
(CPU), sensors, monitors, control panels and indicators for airspeed, altitude, navigation
and targeting data. The CPU processes the signals from the sensors and monitors, radar
and data link, and presents information on the various indicators and on the radar screen.

Airspeed/Mach indicator

The Airspeed/Mach Indicator is controlled by the CPU, which reads the nose pitot tube
pressure.
The Mach scale is linear between M 0.5–2.0, with an index at cruise Mach (M 0.9).
The Vi scale is linear from 150–350 kmh and logarithmic from 350–1400 kmh. The scale
has indices for V2 (270 kmh), Vref (375 kmh), and VNE (1350 kmh).
A white rectangular field on the lower part of the airspeed scale indicates AC bus failure.
The indication disappears when the engine speed exceeds 27 % and the alternator bus
is switched on.
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Distance/Altitude/Command indicator

The left scale shows the distance to the currently selected navaid in ranges 0–40 km or 0–
400 km depending on the setting on the PN-594 control panel, see PN-594/A navigation
radar .
The right scale shows the standard pressure altitude in kilometers at 1013.25 hPa (QNE).
The tape indicator indicates kilometers, the dot indicates hundreds of meters.
The window at the top shows STRIL mission control information (not implemented).
The small arrow indicates target altitude (not implemented).
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Altimeter

The altimeter shows the pressure altitude in meters, calculated by the flight computer. The
needles are driven by an electrical stepper motor, which means that needle movement is
not fluid but in small increments and the reaction can be slightly delayed.
To set the altimeter, place the cursor on the pressure setting knob and rotate the mouse
wheel. Pressure setting is in millibars (hPa).
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FLI 35 SYSTEM
The FLI 35 system is a spatial data processing/presentation system comprising the main
gyro, the attitude and horizontal situation indicators, and a waypoint navigation system.
FLI 35 processes data from the gyro, sensors and monitors, and presents information to
the pilot. The system automatically compensates for magnetic deviation and gyro drift.
Ten waypoints can be programmed by entering predefined waypoint codes on a numerical
keypad. The flight computer will calculate course, distance and estimated fuel consumption
to the currently selected waypoint and present it on a LED display.

FLI 35 Instruments

Attitude indicator
The FLI 35 attitude indicator is electrical and is connected to the main gyro via the FLI 35
flight computer. In case of a malfunction in the FLI 35 system there is also a backup attitude
indicator which is connected to a separate gyro. See .
Course/Heading indicator
The course/heading indicator is basically a HSI without VOR indication. The rotating scale
shows the magnetic heading. The course indicator needle is either commanded by the flight
computer or set manually with the course selector.
The course/heading indicator is powered by the AC bus. The scale and needle will freeze
when AC power is off.
Course selector
The course selector is used to manually set the course needle on the course/heading
indicator. It basically corresponds to the OBS setting in VOR navigation.
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FLI 35 Control unit

The Control Unit is used to select the FLI 35 operation mode and to program waypoints.
The display on the Indicator Unit can be dimmed with the LJUS knob.
HÖJD

Not used in 35J - Indicator Unit will show FEL (error).

VIND

Used to enter predicted winds. Not functional in this simulation.
Indicator Unit will show ----.

IN B/LS

Programming mode - used when programming waypoints (see
below).

NORM

Normal mode (default).

MAG ÖV

Backup mode - Indicator Unit is disabled.

The SYNK button and the FIX LED indicator are not functional in this simulation.
Programming FLI 35 waypoints
1 On the FLI 35 Control Unit, select IN B/LS to enter programming mode.
The Indicator Unit will now alternately display waypoint slot number and waypoint
code.
2 On the Indicator Unit, press B/LS repeatedly to select the desired waypoint slot (1
to 10).
3 On the Control Unit, press CLR to clear the selected waypoint.
4 Use the keypad to enter a waypoint code (e.g. 9010 for Ängelholm F10 AB).
See Appendix 4: PN-594 Nav stations for a list of waypoint codes.
5 Press ENT to store this waypoint in the current slot.
6 Press B/LS to select the next slot and repeat steps 3–5 as needed.
7 When finished, set the Mode Selector to NORM.
You can now use the keys on the Indicator Unit to cycle between waypoints and display the
distance, bearing and predicted fuel consumption for each leg.
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FLI 35 Indicator unit

B / LS

Press repeatedly to cycle through waypoints 1–10.

AV / BÄ

Calculated distance/bearing to the selected waypoint is shown
alternatingly for 2 seconds. Course is always shown with three
digits (000–359).

VH / %

Estimated fuel consumption to the waypoint as a percentage of
total fuel capacity (external tanks included).

FIX

Updates the selected waypoint with the current position (not
functional in this version).
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PN-594/A NAVIGATION RADAR
J 35J was not standard-equipped with civilian VOR/ILS. Instead, it used query/response
signalling between the aircraft and military ground stations for long-range navigation and
landing guidance. The aircraft queried the ground station, and the response signals were
processed by the on-board computer and used to control the Flight Director crossbars.
This system was called PN-594/A, and the navigation and landing systems were
respectively nicknamed Anita and Barbro. Draken 5.0 includes a scenery with TACAN and
ILS navaids that simulate the Anita and Barbro stations.

The Anita station basically works as a long-range DME. The maximum range is 400 km
(216 NM), although the actual range depends on altitude and terrain.
The Barbro station is located slightly offset from the runway. The approach path deviates
from the centerline by a few degrees and intersects it at a point 800 m out from the touchdown point. The glide path is 2.86°. The maximum range of the Barbro station is 30 km
(16 NM).
To fly an approach, set the desired Barbro station on the LANDN dial of the PN-594 unit and
select LANDN40, then keep the vertical crossbar centered. You will be guided in an optimal
turn to a point intersecting the centerline. To capture the signal you need to be within a 72°
sector of the approach and within range of the Barbro station.
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PN-594 Control Panel

The NAV dials are used in combination to select the two-letter ANITA station code.
The LANDN dial selects the BARBRO station.
See Appendix 4: PN-594 Nav stations for a list of ANITA/BARBRO codes.
Mode

DME scale

Vertical FD bar

Horiz FD bar

FRÅN

Off

Off

Off

FÖRV

Off

Off

Off

STRIL

Off

STRIL commanded course
(here: FLI 35 waypoints)

Off

STRID

Off

Off

Off

NAVRIKTN

Off

ANITA/VOR

Off

NAV 400

400 km

ANITA/VOR

Off

NAV 40

40 km

ANITA/VOR

Off

LANDN 40

40 km

BARBRO/LLZ intercept

BARBRO/ILS glide slope

BARBRO

40 km

BARBRO/LLZ deviation

Off

Test button
To test the crossbars, select NAVRIKTN and push the TEST button on the PN-594 control
panel. The vertical crossbar should now move to the center.
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Manual tuning unit
To use standard VOR/ILS navaids for navigation in Prepar3D, a Collins-style VHF tuning
unit has been included. This unit is similar to VHF radio tuners that were used in earlier
versions of the J 35 and in some export versions. It was not present in the real J 35J.

Toggle the MHz/PN-59 switch to choose between VOR or PN-594 navigation.
The ID switch will enable audio when using VOR navigation
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Flight director

The horizontal bar is a glide slope indicator for Barbro stations in LANDN40 mode and for
ILS in manual mode.
The vertical bar works like a standard LLZ indicator for Barbro stations in BARBRO mode
and for VOR/ILS in manual mode. In LANDN40 mode it will guide you into an optimal turn
until you are exactly on the localizer course.
The crossbar illumination brightness is controlled with the KORSVISARE dimmer on the
weapons control panel.

Note!
In LANDN40 and BARBRO modes the distance indicator shows distance to the TDZ of
the selected runway. In all other modes it shows distance to the DME transmitter.
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RADIOS
Draken has two radio transceivers for voice and data communication: FR28 (UHF/VHF)
and FR21 (VHF). FR28 is used for voice communication. FR21 is normally used for data
but can also be used for voice as backup. FR28 also had independent monitoring on the
emergency channel 121.50 MHz.
FR28 could operate on VHF 103.000–159.975 MHz and UHF 225.000–339.950 MHz with
FM and AM modulation. FR21 only used the VHF range and AM modulation. In Draken 5.0
the whole frequency range from 103.000 to 339.950 MHz is supported on both radios.
FR28 basically corresponds to COM1 and FR21 to COM2 in this simulation. The radio
control panels ME1, ME2 and ME3 are used in combination to control FR28/FR21 (COM1/
COM2).
The radio panels on the left side console also include a VHF tuning unit for VOR navigation.
This unit was not present in the real 35J.

The radios are connected directly to the main electrical bus and have no master switch.
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Radio control panel ME3

The ME3 panel is used to select communication radio modes and to set the frequency for
FR21 (COM2).
N+L/N/R

Radio mode select, see table below

RUND/BAK

Antenna selector (not functional)

TEST

Press for 1 KHz test signal

TRÅD

Wired ground com (not functional)

Mode

Real J 35J

Prepar3D

FR28

FR21

COM1

COM2

N+L

Voice - ME1
121.50 MHz
monitored

Data - ME2

ATC set by ME1

121.50 MHz

N

Set by ME1

Disabled

ATC set by ME1

Receiving only

R

Disabled

Set by ME3

Receiving only

ATC set by ME3

The error light indicates radio failure.
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Radio control panel ME1

The ME1 panel controls FR28 (COM1).
The BASE selector and channel keys are used in combination to select one of 350 preset
channels for TWR, TMC, etc. at 69 Swedish air bases. See Appendix 3: FR28 Radio
channels for a list of airfields and channels.
The STRIL group selector and channel keys are used to select UHF channels.
When the minus key (–) is pressed, the com frequency is set manually with the two knobs
to the left of the LED frequency display.
The FM/AM switch has no function in this version.

Note!
Accepting an ATC frequency change in Prepar3D will override the current preset or
manual setting.
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Radio control panel ME2

The ME2 control panel is used to select STRIL data channels for FR21. As STRIL is not
implemented in this simulation, the ME2 panel has no actual function.
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PN-837/A SSR transponder

The PN-837/A SSR transponder operates in the civilian modes 3/A and C.
ON

Normal mode (default)

STBY

Transponder on but not transmitting

LO

Transponder sensitivity reduced with -14dB

IND

Push to enhance signal from aircraft for identification

RPLY

Indicates query/reply transmission

MON/0/TEST

MON = RPLY indicator lit on query/reply
0 = RPLY indicator disabled
TEST = Test RPLY indicator (steady light)

ALT/OFF

Mode C altitude transmit on/off (not used)

PN-79 IK transponder

The PN-79 transponder which is located on the right side console is a military IFF unit
operating in encrypted mode.
As IFF is not implemented in this simulation the panel has no function.
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AUTOPILOT

The SA-05 autopilot has only three modes: Altitude Hold (HÖJD), Attitude Hold (ATTITYD),
and Pitch Damping (DÄMPN).
Unlike the “standard” Prepar3D autopilot, the SA-05 autopilot is engaged automatically
when you load the aircraft, although none of its hold modes are active. In the real Draken the
master switch was actually sealed in the ON position (TILL) and only switched off (FRÅN)
in an emergency.
The reason for this is that the autopilot in Draken handles the pitch damping function,
making the aircraft less susceptible to PIO (pilot induced oscillation) that plagued the early
versions of Draken. The damping mode was supposed to be switched on at all times. In
this simulation pitch damping is actually a part of the FDE and can not be disabled.
CAUTION!
The altitude and attitude hold modes will disconnect automatically under certain
flight conditions, see Autopilot override conditions .
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Altitude hold mode (HÖJD)
In this mode the aircraft will lock to the current altitude. If the bank angle is less than 15
degrees when this mode is activated, the wings will also be leveled. The HÖJDV indicator
light (altitude hold) will flash until altitude is stable, then it will show a steady light.
The SVÄNG (turn setting) knob on the autopilot control panel will bank the aircraft left/right
in 15 degree increments.
In the transsonic speed range (M 0.95–1.05) the autopilot will change temporarily to attitude
hold mode, and the HÖJDV warning light will flash. When the aircraft exits the transsonic
speed range, the autopilot will change back to altitude hold mode. The mode indicator on
the autopilot panel will not change.

Attitude hold mode (ATTITYD)
In this mode the aircraft will hold the current pitch attitude. If the bank angle is less than 15
degrees when this mode is activated, the wings will also be leveled. The Pitch Adjust lever
will adjust pitch up/down in 1 degree increments.
The SVÄNG (turn setting) knob on the autopilot control panel will bank the aircraft left/right
in 15 degree increments.

Damping mode (DÄMPN)
Pitch and yaw damping. This is the default mode which should always be on in manual
flight to prevent PIO (Pilot Induced Oscillation).

Trim knobs
The Roll Trim and Yaw Trim knobs will adjust roll and yaw trim in 10 % steps. Trim setting
will affect the control surfaces regardless of the autopilot status, and is added to the current
roll/yaw attitude in altitude/attitude hold modes.
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Autopilot override conditions
In altitude and attitude hold modes the autopilot will disconnect automatically if the joystick
is moved abruptly, if one of the attitude indicators is caged, or if G force is above 4 G or
below -0.5 G. The autopilot warning light STYRAUT and the master warning light will then
light up. There is no acoustic warning.
To reconnect the autopilot and reset the warning lights, press one of the mode select buttons
on the autopilot control panel.

The G force override function can be tested with the PROV ACC BRYT switch located
on the far right knee panel. Pressing the switch upwards (+) simulates a high positive G
condition, and vice versa.
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OTHER INSTRUMENTS
AOA indicator

The AOA indicator shows the current alpha angle of attack, which is the angle between the
wing chord line and the current movement vector. Drag increases quickly with increasing
alpha angle, so this indicator is crucial for maintaining control of the aircraft.
The Stall warning system will alert the pilot if the angle of attack exceeds a limit value.
Superstall (total loss of lift) will occur at AOA >18°.

G-force indicator

The G-force indicator, or G-meter, shows acceleration force in the range -1.5 to +11.5 G.
The indicator has a maximum needle which is reset by pushing the reset button on the right
side of the meter.
An acoustic warning signal is triggered at approximately +6 G.
The G-force indicator is disconnected when the aircraft is on the ground.
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Chronometer

Chronometer

The aircraft chronometer is electrical and shows the current local time in hours/minutes. It
has a stopwatch function and a moving index used to monitor flight time.
Before take-off, turn the index ring to align the index with the minute hand. The duration of
the flight can then be read from the position of the minute hand vs. the index.
The stopwatch pushbutton will successively start, stop, and reset the stopwatch.

Backup attitude indicator

The backup attitude indicator is connected to a separate gyro and provides attitude
information in case of a malfunction of the FLI 35 system.
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Backup altimeter

Backup altimeter

The backup altimeter is located on the left knee panel. The indicator is mechanical and
directly fed from an aneroid. It is completely separate from the main altimeter and has its
own pressure setting.

Backup airspeed indicator

The backup ASI is located on the left knee panel. It shows indicated airspeed from 150–
1200 kmh. The backup ASI is completely mechanical and is connected to the stab fin pitot
tube, while the main ASI via the flight computer is connected to the nose pitot.
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Cabin pressure indicator

Cabin pressure indicator

The cabin pressure indicator is located on the left knee panel. It shows the pressure
difference between ambient pressure and cabin pressure.
Cabin air pressure is regulated by a pressure regulator. The pressure difference should be
zero up to 3000 m altitude, and then increase with altitude to a maximum of ~0.25 kp/cm2
(24.5 kPa) at 6400 m.

If the pressure difference exceeds 26 kPa, the KABINTRYCK warning light will be lit.
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Stall warning system

STALL WARNING SYSTEM

The Stall Warning System will warn the pilot when the angle of attack of the wing is
approaching a critical value.
The system has two modes that can be selected from a panel on the right side console. In
NORMAL mode, the stall warning alert will sound at AOA = 15.5°, and in EARLY mode
at AOA = 14°.

Stall warning test

The STALLV. TEST button on the left side console can be used to test the stall warning
system. Pressing this button will force the angle of attack indicator to just below the stall
warning value. Applying back pressure at this point should trigger a stall warning.
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Oxygen system

OXYGEN SYSTEM

The oxygen system supplies a mixture of oxygen and air to the pilot's breath mask. The
mixture is automatically regulated depending on the cockpit air pressure. At an air pressure
corresponding to 9000 meters altitude the system will supply pure oxygen.
The oxygen pressure indicator on the right side console indicates the pressure in the oxygen
tanks, which should be at least 80 kp/cm2.
The oxygen shut-off valve is located to the left of the oxygen pressure indicator. If the oxygen
valve is closed, or if the oxygen tank is empty, the SYRGAS warning light will be lit.
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RADAR SYSTEM
The radar in J 35J was an Ericsson PS-011/A radar, which was a major upgrade of the
older Ericsson PS-01/A system used in J 35F.
The “radar” functions in this simulation are not even close to the real radar system, although
the range and scan modes are roughly similar. The radar screen will display AI and
multiplayer aircraft, but no ground or sea objects. Targeting functions and weapons delivery
are not implemented.

Note!
The radar will only transmit when the aircraft is off the ground. When the nose gear is
compressed, the radar will automatically be switched to silent (non-transmitting) mode.

Radar screen
The radar screen presentation mode is either B-scope or “Tactical Mode” (F-scope). Mode
switching was automatic during a mission depending on the situation and data from mission
control (STRIL). In this simulation you toggle manually between F-scope and B-scope
modes with the KONTR switch on the radar control panel (this switch was in reality only
for testing purposes).
The radar has two distance ranges, 16 km and 40 km, and two sweep widths, 40° and 120°.
Antenna elevation can be adjusted, although it has no function in this simulation.
An artificial horizon is displayed on the screen when the radar is active or in standby mode.
The gain (brightness) of the CRT screen and the illumination of the etched grid can be
adjusted with dimmers on the Weapons control panel.
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Radar control panel

Radar control panel
The radar control panel is located on the left side wall of the cockpit. Only two of the switches
are functional in this simulation.

The B-scope/F-scope toggle switch was in reality a test mode switch, but in this simulation
we use it to manually select presentation mode.

Weapons control panel
The weapons control panel on the right side wall of the cockpit contains the radar master
switch and dimmers for CRT gain (brightness) and for the grid and crossbars in the
radarscope. The FPLF switch selects whether the antenna should be gyro-stabilized
(always horizontal) or fixed (moving with the aircraft).
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Radar control handle

Radar control handle
The radar control handle is a “joystick” located on the left side in the cockpit. The control
handle was used to control the cursor on the radar screen and to quick-select targeting
modes and weapons. It has no function in this simulation.
The radar range select switch on the base of the radar control handle is used to select
radar range.
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ARMAMENT
Loadout configuration
The weapons shown in the exterior model can be changed using the Loadout
Configuration panel.
Earlier versions of Draken (J 35A/B/D) had two 30 mm Aden cannons, but to make space
for more avionics the left cannon was removed in models F/J. The 35J had a total of 6
hardpoints for Sidewinders, IR/RR Falcons and air-to-air rockets. Air-to-ground rockets and
free-fall bombs could also be fitted, although AFAIK they were never used with 35J.
In this simulation there are 9 preset loadout configurations available, named J1 to J9.
You can choose between three different Sidewinder models for each of the preset
configurations.

Preset

Description

-

Clean aircraft (no loadout)

J1

2 Rb 27 (Radar-homing Falcon), 2 Sidewinders

J2

1 Rb 27, 1 Rb 28 (IR-homing Falcon), 2 Sidewinders

J3

2 Rb 28, 2 Sidewinders

J4

1 Rb 28, 3 Sidewinders

J5

1 Rb 27, 3 Sidewinders

J6

Wing tanks, 2 Sidewinders (separate model)

J7

6+6 13.5cm A-G rockets, 2 Sidewinders

J8

2+2 13.5 cm A-G rockets, 2 Sidewinders

J9

19+19 7.5 cm A-A rockets (pods), 2 Sidewinders

Rb 24

AIM-9B Sidewinder

Rb 24J

AIM-9J Sidewinder

Rb 74

AIM-9Li (Swedish modified AIM-9L)
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Selecting weapons
Selection and configuration of ordnance is carried out using the Weapons Control Panel.

Note!
Although weapons can be mounted and selected in this simulation, they are not
functional and cannot be deployed.
The Weapons Indicator to the left of the gunsight shows which weapon is currently selected.
Indicator lights R and I will be disabled if RR or IR targeting missiles are not mounted.

Selector

Indicator

Description

FRÅN

-

Fire control system off

RB 24

L

Sidewinders on belly hardpoints

AKAN

A

Automatic cannon

FÖLJN

-

Radar targeting only

RR

R

Falcons, radar targeting

IR

I

Falcons, infra-red targeting

RAK + RB 24

V

Rocket pods/Sidewinders on wing hardpoints
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Gunsight

Gunsight
The S-7B3/31 reflector gunsight in J 35J was integrated with the avionics and radar
systems, and could be used in either radar-aided or optical mode. It provided aiming
information for A/A missiles in radar-aided mode, and for the cannon and A/G missiles in
optical mode.
This simulation only includes the optical mode with gyro aiming (diamonds and pipper). The
gunsight will be activated if the weapons selector is set to either AKAN (cannon) or any of
the missile launch modes, see Selecting weapons .
The targeting range (radius of the gunsight reticle) can be adjusted with the knob on the
right side of the gunsight assembly.

Please note that targeting is not implemented in this simulation, the gunsight functions are
just for fun.
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NORMAL OPERATING PROCEDURES
BEFORE STARTING THE ENGINE
1 Switch on the main power (battery) switch.
This will connect the hot battery bus to the main 29 VDC bus.

2 Switch all circuit breakers ON (up).
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Before starting the engine

3 The following warning lights shown will now be lit (and the master warning).
If HUVLÅS is also lit, close the canopy (default: Shift-E ).
If SYRGAS is lit, open the oxygen valve.

4 Check that the gear indicator shows 4 green lights.

Note!
The spur wheel light may be unlit until the engine is started.
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Before starting the engine

5 Open the main and afterburner fuel valves (TILL).

The LT warning light should now be unlit, indicating that the fuel valves for engine
and afterburner are open.
The FT warning light should still be lit, indicating that the drop tank fuel valves are
closed. If no external tanks are fitted, or if the external tanks are empty, the FT
light will be unlit.
6 If external tanks are fitted, open the external tank fuel valves (TILL).
Check that the FT warning light on the engine control panel is unlit.

When fuel is supplied from the drop tanks, fuel pressure will be sufficient even
without the fuel pump running. The TANKP warning light should therefore now
also be unlit.
The pre-starting procedure is now complete. Proceed to Starting the engine .
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Starting the engine

STARTING THE ENGINE
1 Press and hold the starter pushbutton. Release the starter as soon as the sound of
the start pump (a high whining sound) is heard.

2 The oil pressure and hydraulic system warning lights should go out as the engine
spools up. The electrical system warning light will remain lit until the alternator is
engaged.

The TANKPUMP warning light will also be lit if the exterior tank fuel valves are
closed (see above).
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Starting the engine

3 When engine speed is stable above 30 %, push the alternator switch UP to
connect the AC bus.
All warning lights on the warning lights panel as well as the master warning light
should now be unlit.

The engine startup procedure is now completed. Proceed to Taxi and takeoff .
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Taxi and takeoff

TAXI AND TAKEOFF
1 Set radios and navigation systems as needed. Set the transponder to ON. See
also Radios .
2 Release the parking brake and increase engine speed to about 60 %, then reduce
throttle as soon as the aircraft starts moving. Use the tiller/pedals and wheel
brakes to control the aircraft on the ground.
3 When lined up on the runway, apply the parking brake and center the nose wheel.
4 Move the stick to check control surface movement.

Note!
Large stick movements may momentarily cause a HYDII warning at ground idle.
This is normal.
5 Release the parking brake and hold the aircraft using the toe brakes.
6 Increase throttle to 70 % and check that the engine responds. Release the toe
brakes and apply full throttle. Use afterburner as needed.
7 Check engine speed within 98–105 % and EGT within 600–750 °C.

8 Start rotation at 250 kmh (135 kts), lift off before 320 kmh (172 kts).
9 Retract gear before exceeding 400 kmh (215 kts).
10 Shut off the afterburner at 500 kmh (270 kts) unless you intend to climb on
afterburner (see Climb ).
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Climb

CLIMB
Climb is normally carried out on full throttle with or without afterburner. Adjust the pitch as
needed to control your climb speed.
Throttle setting

Normal climb speed

Attitude

Full throttle without A/B

0.9 M

10–15°

Full throttle with A/B

850 kmh – 0.9 M

~30°

Note!
When climbing on afterburner, keep AOA up to avoid overspeeding.

Zoom climb
Zoom climb is carried out by accelerating to very high speed in level flight, then using the
kinetic energy to climb. In this way you can achieve a much higher climb rate than is possible
in a sustained climb.
1 Make an initial climb to a suitable altitude and level off.
2 Accelerate on full throttle + afterburner, maintaining level flight.
Do not exceed VNE.
Reduce throttle if EGT exceeds 770°C.
3 Raise the nose smoothly to 30–45° attitude. The attitude angle depends on your
speed: Higher Mach number = steeper attitude.
4 Level off smoothly at the desired altitude. Avoid negative G.
Minimum Vi at TOC = 300 kmh.

CRUISE
Normal cruise speed = 0.9 Mach.
Supersonic speed can be attained at all altitudes up to about 13000 m (42000 ft).
CAUTION!
VNE (never exceed speed) is easily exceeded at low altitude.

DESCENT
Reduce throttle to ground idle (0% throttle, ~30% engine speed) for a standard descent.
Optimal sink rate is achieved at 0.9 M – 550 kmh Vi descent speed.
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Final approach and landing

FINAL APPROACH AND LANDING
Apply speed brakes and decelerate to 500 kmh at 400 m altitude. Extend gear <500 kmh,
increase throttle to counter for gear drag if necessary. Watch your speed and let it bleed off
gradually to 400 kmh before the final turn, 325 kmh minimum when you exit the turn.
Ideal conditions would mean a long, straight final approach at 300–350 kmh and 12° AOA
with gear down and speedbrakes deployed. Engine rpm should be 80–85 % depending on
fuel weight.
Keep a constant check on your speed and alpha until you are safely on the runway. Touch
down at 280 kmh minimum, 320 kmh if heavy. Do NOT flare, and do NOT cut the throttle
before touch down!
After TD, keep the nose up for aerodynamic braking as long as possible, then add wheel
brakes. Use the drag chute if you are heavy or on a short runway.

Go around
To go around, retract speed brakes and apply full throttle, use afterburner if necessary.
Retract gear as soon as the aircraft starts to accelerate.

CAUTION!
Be very careful when below 325 kmh airspeed at low altitude. If you pull up
at this point you will reach stall conditions very quickly, with no chance of
recovery. If you doubt your ability to make a safe landing – GO AROUND.
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Emergency procedures

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
FLAMEOUT
Restart procedure:
1 Press TÄNDSTRÖM (Ignition/Restart) for 2 seconds.

2 Throttle between 55 % and 100 %.
3 Close the drop tank fuel valves (check FT warning light lit).
4 Emergency electrical bus ON.
5 Maintain (if possible) airspeed 0.75—0.80 M.
When engine has started and rpm is above 30 % :
6 Alternator ON.
7 Emergency electrical bus OFF.
If engine does not start within 30 seconds:
1 Throttle idle.
2 Drop external tanks.
3 Wait 5—10 seconds.
4 Repeat Restart procedure.
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Hydraulic system failure

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FAILURE

If both of the hydraulic systems fail, elevon and rudder control will be drastically reduced
and the landing gear has to be extended and locked manually.
1 Autopilot OFF.
2 RAT OFF.
3 Flying straight and level, move the gear lever to the extend position to release the
gear and hatches.
4 Pull up to ca. 4 G to make the gear extend completely.
5 Move the emergency gear lock lever NÖDLUFT LANDSTÄLL forward. This will
lock the extended gear and also extend and lock the spurwheel.

6 Check that the gear indicator shows green lights for the main gear and nose gear.
The spur wheel light may remain unlit.
7 After touchdown, use drag chute to brake.
8 Shut off the engine when the nose wheel is on the runway.
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Engine fire

ENGINE FIRE
One or both engine fire warning lights (BRAND MOTOR)

1 Reduce throttle to minimum needed power.
2 Close the afterburner fuel valve.
3 Land immediately.
4 Shut down the engine and leave the aircraft.
Afterburner pump fire warning light (BRAND EBK P)

1 Close the afterburner fuel valve.
2 Reduce throttle to minimum needed power.
3 Press the fire extinguisher switch.
4 Land immediately.
5 Shut down the engine and leave the aircraft.
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APPENDIX 1: COCKPIT GLOSSARY
ELECTRICAL PANELS AND SWITCHES
Swedish

English

TILL

On

FRÅN

Off

EBK

Afterburner/Afterburner

LUFTBROMS

Speed brake (air brake)

LANDSTÄLL

Landing gear

HUVUDVARN

Master warning

AVST

Distance

TIDIG

Early

FÄLLTANKAR

Drop tanks

KROPP

Fuselage

VINGE

Wing

MÄTSYSTEM FTANK

Fuel gauge, drop tanks

DRÄKT VENT

Suit ventilation

INSTR LYSE

Instrument lights

PANEL LYSE

Panel lights

INNER BEL

Interior lights

STRÅLK.

Floodlights

TAXI

Taxi (lights)

LAND

Landing (lights)

LANTERNOR

Navigation lights

HEL

Full

HALV

Half (Dimmed)

BLINK

Blinking

IND LAMPOR

Indicator lights

LJUSSTYRKA

Light intensity

NÖDSTRÖM

Emergency electrical power

PROV

Test

AVISNING

De-ice

HUV

Canopy

MOTOR

Engine

LÄGRE

Decrease

HÖGRE

Increase

KABINLUFT

Cockpit air

KALLT

Cold

VARMT

Hot
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Engine panel

ENGINE PANEL
Swedish

English

EBK

Afterburner (fuel valve)

MOTOR

Engine (fuel valve)

HUVUDSTRÖM

Main power

GEN

Alternator

START

Starter

TÄNDSTRÖM

Ignition

LT

Low pressure (fuel valve)

FT

Drop tanks (fuel valve)

KRAN

Valve(s)

WARNING LIGHTS
Swedish

English

BRAND MOTOR

Engine fire

BRAND EBK

Afterburner pump fire

STYRAUTOMAT

Autopilot

TANKLUFT

Fuel system air

TANKPUMP

Fuel pump

OLJETRYCK

Oil pressure

SYRGAS

Oxygen

ELFEL

Electrical failure

KABINTRYCK

Cabin pressure

HUVLÅS

Canopy lock

MOTOR IS

Engine de-ice

Swedish

English

STYRAUTOMAT

Autopilot

HÖJD

Altitude

ATTITYD

Attitude

DÄMPN

Damping

ROLL

Roll

GIR

Yaw

SVÄNG

Turn

TRYCK OCH VRID

Push and twist

NOS

Nose

UPP

Up

NED

Down

AUTOPILOT
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Radar and weapons panels

RADAR AND WEAPONS PANELS
Swedish

English

LJUDTRÖSKEL

Audio threshold (for IR)

LJUSSTYRKA

Light intensity

BELYSNING

Illumination

RASTER

Grid

KORSVISARE

Crossbars (Flight Director)

VAPENVÄLJARE

Weapons selector

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Swedish

English

STALLVARN

Stall warning

L B TRIM

Speed brake trim

PITOTVÄRME

Pitot heating

NOS

Nose pitot

FENA

Fin pitot

HUVUTL NÄT

Canopy jettison

MOTORSTART MANÖV.

Engine starter

TÄNDSPOLAR

Ignition

V

Left

H

Right

KABIN LUFT

Air conditioning

HÖJD TRIM

Elevator trim
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APPENDIX 2: J 35J CHECK LISTS
These check lists are based on real procedures but have been adapted for use in Prepar3D.
Refer to Appendix 1: Cockpit glossary for translations of Swedish words and phrases.
Before starting the engine
Huvudström (main bus)

TILL (ON)

FT / LT indicator lights

Lit

Canopy

Closed/locked (HUVLÅS unlit)

Parking Brake

Apply

Brake chute indicator

Green

Gear

Down, locked

Radios

As needed

Xponder

ON

RAT

TILL (ON)

Landing/Taxi lights

FRÅN (OFF)

MÄTSYSTEM FTANK (ext fuel valves)

FRÅN (OFF)

PN-59

FÖRV/STRIL + set code

STALLVARN (stall warning)

NORMAL

Oxygen level

Check

Roll/Yaw Trim

Check/Set

Radar

BER (STANDBY)

VAPENVÄLJARE (weapon selector)

FRÅN (OFF)

Circuit breakers

All on

AVISNING HUV (canopy deice)

As needed

KABINLUFT (air conditioning)

AUTO

Starting the engine
LT MOTOR (main fuel valve)

TILL (ON)

LT EBK (afterburner fuel valve)

TILL (ON)

LT indicator light

Unlit

MÄTSYSTEM FTANK - if drop tanks mounted

TILL (ON)

START

Press and hold 3 seconds

EGT, starting

Max 700 °C

EGT, ground idle

Max 350 °C

Engine speed, ground idle

30—32%

GEN (alternator bus)

TILL (ON)

Warning lights panel

Unlit (EBK lit if RAT on, SYRGAS lit if oxygen
valve closed)

Master warning

Unlit
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Before taxi
Canopy

Locked

Oxygen

TILL (ON)

Radar

TILL (ON) or TYST (PASSIVE)

Altimeters

Set

Stall warning

Test

Elevons and rudder movement

Check

Altimeters

Check

HSI

Check

Radar

As needed

VAPENVÄLJARE (weapon selector)

As needed

Radarscope/Flight Director dimmers

As needed

FT warning light

Unlit

IND. LAMPOR PROV

Press to test warning lights

Autopilot

DÄMPN

Pitch trim

As needed

AVISNING MOTOR (deice engine)

As needed

LANTERNOR (nav lights)

As needed

Radios

Test, set to N+L

Take off
Nose wheel steering

Center

Altimeters

Check

HSI

Check

Warning lights panel

All unlit (EBK lit if RAT on)

Master warning

Unlit

Chronometer

Set index to minute hand

Landing lights

TILL (ON)

Parking brake

Release

Toe brakes

Apply

Throttle

70 %

Toe brakes

Release

Throttle

Full

EGT

600—750 °C

Engine speed

98—102 %

EBK warning light

Unlit

Afterburner

As needed

Airspeed indicator

Check

Backup airspeed indicator

Check

Start rotation at 250 kmh.
Do not exceed 320 kmh on the ground.
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Climb, cruise and descent
Gear

Retract before exceeding 400 kmh

Afterburner

As needed

AVISN MOTOR (Deice Engine)

FRÅN (OFF) when > 600 kmh

Climb speed, military power

Vi = 850 kmh / M 0.9

Climb speed, afterburner

M 0.9

Normal cruise speed

M 0.9

Descent throttle setting

Ground Idle

Descent speed, optimal glide rate

M 0.9 – 550 kmh

Approach and landing
Seat position (viewpoint)

Raise (2-4 clicks)

Backup airspeed indicator

Check

Backup altimeter

Check

Speed brakes

Extend

Airspeed

450—500 kmh

Gear

Extend and lock

Gear lights

4 green

Brake pressure

210 kp/cm2

Landing lights

TILL (ON)

Final turn

325—375 kmh

Final approach

290—320 kmh, AOA = 12°, 80—90 % engine
speed

Touchdown speed

270—320 kmh

Brake chute

Deploy when < 220 kmh

After landing
Speed brakes

Retract

Landing lights

FRÅN (OFF) within 2 minutes after landing

Taxi lights

As needed

Seat position (viewpoint)

Reset

Chronometer

Check and record flight time

Shutdown
Parking brakes

Apply

Throttle

Close

LT MOTOR/EBK (fuel valves)

FRÅN (OFF)

Canopy

Open

PN-59

FRÅN (OFF)

RADAR

FRÅN (OFF)

VAPENVÄLJARE (weapon selector)

FRÅN (OFF)

Transponder

STBY

Taxi lights

FRÅN (OFF)

LANTERNOR (nav lights)

OFF (center position)

HUVUDSTRÖM (main bus)

FRÅN (OFF)
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APPENDIX 3: FR28 RADIO CHANNELS
The ME1 com radio control unit has 350 preset channels for 69 Swedish air bases, which
are set by selecting the air base number and pressing one of five keys. For example, if you
want to tune the radio to the default tower frequency at F10 air base (Ängelholm), turn the
base selector dial to 10 and press A.
If the Channel Selector is set to ALLM, the keys A/C/D instead mean G/F/E which are
general tower and control frequencies that were active at all air fields.
To set the frequency manually, click on the minus key (–), then use the two knobs to the
left of the LED display to set the frequency.
The FR28 radio transceiver operated on VHF 103.000–159.975 MHz and UHF 225.000–
339.950 MHz. The whole frequency range from 103.000 to 339.950 MHz is supported in
Draken.

Note!
Accepting a frequency change in ATC will override the settings on this panel.

CHN

Facility

A

Tower

B

PAR

C

TMC (Terminal Control)

C2

TMC (alternate)

D

RRC/RSR (Regional Control)

E

MILMET (122.60 MHz)

F

General control channel (123.30 MHz)

G

General tower channel (122.00 MHz)

Please note that only the tower channels are correct, other channels may or may not work
depending on which facilities are available on those airports in Prepar3D.
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Base

Location

ICAO

Base

Location

ICAO

1

Västerås

ESOW

36

Moholm

ESFM

2

Arlanda

ESSA

37

Råda

ESFR

3

Malmen

ESCF

38

Jönköping

ESGJ

4

Östersund

ESPC

39

Gävle

ESSK

5

Ljungbyhed

ESTL

40

Saab

ESSL

6

Karlsborg

ESIA

41

Kungsängen

ESSP

7

Såtenäs

ESIB

42

Björkvik

ESKX

8

Barkarby

ESKB

43

Visby

ESSV

9

Säve

ESGP

44

Borlänge

ESSD

10

Ängelholm
(Barkåkra)

ESDB

45

Bromma

ESSB

11

Skavsta

ESKN

46

Eskilstuna

ESSU

12

Kalmar

ESMQ

47

Örebro

ESOE

13

Bråvalla

ESCK

48

Tierp

ESKT

14

Halmstad

ESMT

49

Gimo

ESKA

15

Söderhamn

ESNY

50

Strängnäs

ESKS

16

Uppsala

ESCM

51

-

-

17

Ronneby

ESDF

52

-

-

18

Tullinge

ESCN

53

Karlstad

ESOK

19

Arboga

-

54

Sundsvall

ESNN

20

Kristianstad
(Everöd)

ESMK

55

Örnsköldsvik

ESNO

21

Kallax

ESPA

56

Kramfors

ESNK

22

Sturup

ESMS

57

Kubbe

ESNI

23

Sjöbo

ESFJ

58

Sättna

ESNT

24

-

-

59

Färila

ESNF

25

Knislinge

ESFI

60

Storuman
(Gunnarn)

ESUD

26

Byholma

ESFY

61

Heden

ESPJ

27

Växjö (Uråsa)

ESFU

62

Vidsel

ESPE

28

Hultsfred

ESSF

63

Kiruna

ESNQ

29

Hagshult

ESMV

64

Skellefteå

ESNS

30

-

-

65

Umeå

ESNU

31

Kosta

ESFQ

66

Fällfors

ESUF

32

-

-

67

Åmsele

ESUA

33

Landvetter

ESGG

68

-

-

34

Lidköping

ESGL

69

Jokkmokk

ESNJ

35

Hasslösa

ESFH
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APPENDIX 4: PN-594 NAV STATIONS
The PN59 scenery that is installed with Draken uses TACAN and ILS to simulate the PN-594
tactical navigation system.
FV is the Swedish Air Force code for the airbase/airfield.
WP # is the waypoint code for the FLI 35 system .
Airbase

FV

ICAO

NAV

LANDN

RWY

HDG

WP #

Västerås

01

ESOW

FN

G

19

191

9001

Arlanda

02

ESSA

-

-

-

-

9002

Malmen

03

ESCF

FH

B

01

018

9003

Östersund

04

ESPC

LO

H

12

114

9004

Ljungbyhed

05

ESTL

--

A

29L

294

9005

Karlsborg

06

ESIA

LN

G

06

065

9006

Såtenäs

07

ESIB

HP

C

19

184

9007

Barkarby

08

ESKB

--

A

24

243

9008

Säve

09

ESGP

BI

A

19

185

9009

Ängelholm
(Barkåkra)

10

ESTA

DP

B

14

136

H

32

316

Skavsta

11

ESKN

MP

E

26

263

9011

Kalmar

12

ESMQ

DL

G

16

152

9012

Bråvalla

13

ESCK

HN

D

15

147

9013

Halmstad

14

ESMT

HO

G

19

185

9014

Söderhamn

15

ESNY

FI

C

30

311

9015

Uppsala

16

ESCM

BH

B

08

071

D

21

209

Ronneby

17

ESDF

KM

F

19

188

9017

Tullinge

18

ESCN

DH

F

24

245

9018

Kristianstad
(Everöd)

20

ESMK

BE

D

19

187

9020

Kallax

21

ESPA

FM

D

14

137

9021

Växjö (Uråsa)

27

ESFU

--

H

16

159

9027

Hultsfred

28

ESSF

OP

A

30

295

9028

Hagshult

29

ESMV

GM

C

22

222

9029

Visby

43

ESSV

DI

A

21

201

9043

Borlänge

44

ESSD

HI

-

-

-

9044

Eskilstuna

46

ESSU

--

B

18

176

9046

Kramfors

56

ESNK

BM

D

35

349

9056

Storuman
(Gunnarn)

60

ESUD

GP

E

33

329

9060

Heden

61

ESPJ

--

C

12

113

9061

Vidsel

62

ESPE

MO

A

29

295

9062

Kiruna

-

ESNQ

GI

H

21

210

9063

Jokkmokk

69

ESNJ

BL

G

32

320

9069

9010

9016
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APPENDIX 5: TECHNICAL DATA
Engine type

Volvo Flygmotor RM6C
(Rolls-Royce Avon 300 Mk. 60)

Afterburner type

EBK67

Maximum dry thrust (without afterburner)

57 kN

Maximum wet thrust (with afterburner)

77 kN

Maximum speed, clean aircraft @10000 m (30000 ft)

Mach 2.0

Climb rate

180 m per second

Turn rate (sustained)

12° per second

Turn rate (instantaneous)

20° per second

Empty weight

7422 kg

MTO weight

12430 kg

Wing span

9.42 m

Length

15.34 m

Height

3.89 m

Wing area

49.22 m2

Maximum wing load

253 kg/m2

Takeoff runway length (with/without afterburner)

790 m / 1200 m

Landing runway length (with/without drag chute)

880 m / 1220 m

Fuel capacity (internal tanks)

2865 l

Fuel capacity (external tanks)

2 or 4 x 525 l

Gunsight

Ericsson 7A

Radar

Ericsson PS-011/A

Navigation

PN-59/A navigation radar,
FLI 35 navigation computer

Communication

FR21 VHF data link/voice com
FR28 VHF/UHF voice com

Other equipment

SIF and IFF transponders

Armament

30 mm M-55 Aden cannon,
1–4 x AIM-9J/Li Sidewinders,
1–4 x AIM-4F Falcon SAR,
1–4 x AIM-26 Falcon IR,
19 x 75 mm A/A rockets,
12 x 135 mm A/G rockets
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APPENDIX 6: PREPAR3D COMMANDS
Draken event

Prepar3D command

Default key

Afterburner ON

Concorde reheat/afterburner (on/off)

Shift-F4

Afterburner OFF

Reduce throttle

F2

Deploy brake chute

Flaps (extend incrementally)

F7

Drop belly tanks

Drop tank 1 (release)

(not set)
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